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EXPECTING THE UNEXPECTED: QUANTIFYING THE PERSISTENCE
OF UNEXPECTED HYPERSURFACES
G. FAVACCHIO, E. GUARDO, B. HARBOURNE, AND J. MIGLIORE
Abstract. If X ⊂ Pn is a reduced subscheme, we say that X admits an unexpected
hypersurface of degree t for multiplicity m if the imposition of having multiplicity m at a
general point P fails to impose the expected number of conditions on the linear system of
hypersurfaces of degree t containing X . Conditions which either guarantee the occurrence of
unexpected hypersurfaces, or which ensure that they cannot occur, are not well understand.
We introduce new methods for studying unexpectedness, such as the use of generic initial
ideals and partial elimination ideals to clarify when it can and when it cannot occur. We
also exhibit algebraic and geometric properties of X which in some cases guarantee and in
other cases preclude X having certain kinds of unexpectedness. In addition, we formulate
a new way of quantifying unexpectedness (our AV sequence), which allows us detect the
extent to which unexpectedness persists as t increases but t−m remains constant. Finally,
we study to what extent we can detect unexpectedness from the Hilbert function of X.
1. Introduction
A classical kind of problem in algebraic geometry is to consider vanishing conditions on
a linear system L, and to ask if the dimension of the resulting linear system is what one
would expect based on the dimension of L and the specific conditions imposed. That is,
one asks if the desired vanishing imposes the expected number of conditions on L. For
example, if L is the complete linear system of conics in P2 (which is 5-dimensional) and
P is a point, then vanishing to multiplicity 2 at P imposes three conditions on L; that is,
there is a 2-dimensional linear system of conics double at P as expected. However, if we
impose vanishing to multiplicity 2 at each of two points P1 and P2, we expect 3 + 3 = 6
conditions, i.e. we expect there to be no such conic, while in fact the double line passing
through P1 and P2 is such a conic. Continuing in this direction leads to the well-known
Segre-Harbourne-Gimigliano-Hirschowitz (SHGH) Conjecture [Se, H, Gi, Hi]. A conjecture
of Laface and Ugaglia addresses the corresponding situation in P3 [LU], while results of
Alexander and Hirschowitz [AH] partially address the situation in Pn for all n ≥ 2, but
much remains unknown.
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It is not only vanishing conditions imposed by points that is of interest. Given a general
set of r lines in Pn, one could ask if vanishing on all of these lines with multiplicity 1 imposes
the expected number of conditions on the complete linear system of hypersurfaces of given
degree d, and an affirmative answer was given by Hartshorne and Hirschowitz [HaHi]. Their
paper led to much other work, such as research in which lines of higher multiplicity are
allowed (for just two recent examples, see [DHRST] and [BDSSS]). The work of Hartshorne
and Hirschowitz also led to the paper [CCG], which can be viewed as a direct precursor to
the study of unexpected hypersurfaces.
Thus in recent years, a flurry of activity has emerged on this kind of problem. Some of it
grew out of a striking example in [DIV], later formalized in [CHMN] and since then branch-
ing off in many different directions (for some examples, see [CM, DMO, DHRST, FGST,
HaH, HMNT, HMT, S1, S2, Tr]). The path that led to this paper began by our looking
for conditions on a variety X that either automatically force the existence of unexpected
hypersurfaces, or else force the conclusion that no unexpected hypersurfaces exist. The re-
sults we describe below give examples of such conditions. But more specifically we can ask:
are there conditions on the Hilbert function that force either of these outcomes? It turns
out that if the Hilbert function forces X to be degenerate in Pn then X does not admit any
unexpected hypersurfaces of any kind in Pn (see Corollary 3.5), regardless of whether it does
in the smallest linear space containing it. Beyond that, additional conditions involving the
geometry of X seem to be involved. Indeed, with a minor assumption on the geometry of
X , there are such Hilbert functions (see Theorem 7.8), but in the setting of non-degenerate,
finite sets of points, we conjecture that there are no Hilbert functions that force any kind of
unexpectedness (see Conjecture 7.1).
We now describe our results in more detail. Given a subscheme X of PnK , its defining
saturated homogeneous ideal IX ⊆ R = K[P
n
K ] = K[x0, . . . , xn] (where K is a field) and
integers t ≥ m ≥ 1, we define three numbers associated to (X, t,m) (see Notation 2.4). The
actual dimension, adim(X, t,m), is the dimension of the vector space of the forms in IX of
degree t vanishing at a general point P with multiplicity m. That is,
adim(X, t,m) = dim[IX ∩ I
m
P ]t.
Next, the virtual dimension, vdim(X, t,m), is the dimension of the linear system of the
forms of degree t in IX minus the expected number of conditions imposed by taking P with
multiplicity m. That is,
vdim(X, t,m) = dim[IX ]t −
(
m− 1 + n
n
)
.
Finally, the expected dimension edim(X, t,m) is the maximum of vdim(X, t,m) and 0.
Of course, adim(X, t,m) ≥ edim(X, t,m) ≥ vdim(X, t,m). We say that X admits an
unexpected hypersurface of degree t vanishing at a general point P with multiplicity m
when adim(X, t,m) > edim(X, t,m), i.e., when adim(X, t,m) > 0 and adim(X, t,m) >
vdim(X, t,m).
The purpose of this paper is to get a better feel for when unexpected hypersurfaces are
forced to occur (hence “expecting the unexpected”). We relate unexpectedness to algebraic
and geometric properties (see for example Proposition 3.9 for the former and Corollary 3.5
and Theorem 6.2 for the latter) and we bring to bear methods not previously applied to
unexpectedness (such as the use of generic initial ideals and partial elimination ideals) to
clarify when unexpectedness can and when it cannot be expected. When it can, we also study
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to what extent it can, which we do by introducing AV sequences measuring the gap between
the actual dimension and the virtual dimension (see Definition 2.8), which also allows us to
frame our work in terms of persistence (i.e., how long does the gap remain positive?).
In Section 2 we define these AV sequences. Specifically, for a given subscheme X of
Pn and a non-negative integer j ≥ 0, we define AVX,j : Z>0 → Z≥0 where AVX,j(m) :=
adim(X,m+ j,m)−vdim(X,m+ j,m). Studying the difference adim−vdim is not new (see
for instance [HMT]), but considering it as a sequence is novel. This sequence has interesting
properties and leads to compact formulas. Sometimes we will consider the general case, but
even the cases j = 0 and j = 1 are interesting (see Proposition 3.8 and Sections 4 – 6).
In Section 3, for any subscheme X and integer j ≥ 0, we prove (Theorem 3.4) that the
sequence AVX,j is actually an O-sequence, up to a shift. Indeed, it is the Hilbert function
of the K-algebra R/(gin(IX) : x
j+1), where gin(IX) denotes the generic initial ideal with
respect to the lexicographic order. We use this fact to obtain results which ensure the non-
existence of unexpected hypersurfaces. In particular, if X lies on a hyperplane or if gin(IX)
is a lex-segment ideal then X does not admit any unexpected hypersurfaces of any type
(Corollary 3.5 and Proposition 3.9), and hence adim(X, t,m) always has the expected value.
The fact that the AV sequence is actually an O-sequence raises many other related ques-
tions. In Section 4 we use a cohomological interpretation of the AV sequence, described in
Remark 2.12, to prove that if X is an irreducible, arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (ACM)
curve in P3, then AVX,1(m) is unimodal and the first part is differentiable (see Theorem 4.4).
Moreover, we have a great deal of experimental evidence which suggests that if X is smooth
then this sequence is also finite and symmetric (see Conjecture 4.1).
In Section 5 we apply a new method to study the question of unexpected hypersurfaces,
namely the theory of partial elimination ideals introduced by Green [Gr]. We consider the
case of a general codimension 2 complete intersection C ⊂ Pn and we show the non-vanishing
of [IC ∩ I
m
P ]t for prescribed values of t and m (Proposition 5.1). We apply this to the case
of n = 3 to show for t = (a− 1)(b− 1) + 1 and m = (a− 1)(b− 1), that a general complete
intersection curve C of type (a, b) with 2 < a ≤ b, admits an unexpected hypersurface of
degree t for multiplicity m (Proposition 5.4).
In Section 6, in the case of either a reduced equidimensional curve C, or the disjoint union
of a finite set of points and a curve C, we describe how the AV -sequence depends only on
geometric information (see Theorems 6.2 and 6.4).
In Section 7 we study how knowledge of the Hilbert function, together with certain geo-
metric assumptions, can provide information about unexpected hypersurfaces. We restrict
our attention to the case of subvarieties of P3, but we expect much more can be said in the
general situation. We use results from [BGM], where maximal growth of the h-vector of a set
of points X forces the existence of a suitable curve C in the base locus of some component
of IX . Then we apply some of the results of Section 6 to produce Theorem 7.8, already
described above. We include several examples to show the range of things that can happen
for sets with the same Hilbert function.
2. Background
We now introduce the main definitions and notation we need, and begin an investigation
of AV sequences. We begin by recalling the notion of the d-Macaulay representation of a
positive integer. The notion goes back to Macaulay [Mac] or earlier; see [BH] for an excellent
exposition.
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Lemma 2.1 ([BH] Lemma 4.2.6 and page 161). Let d be a positive integer. Any a ∈ Z≥0
can be written uniquely in the form
a =
(
kd
d
)
+
(
kd−1
d− 1
)
+ · · ·+
(
kj
j
)
where kd > kd−1 > · · · > kj ≥ j ≥ 1 are integers.
Given the above d-Macaulay representation of a, we define
a〈d〉 =
(
kd + 1
d+ 1
)
+
(
kd−1 + 1
d
)
+ · · ·+
(
kj + 1
j + 1
)
and set 0〈d〉 = 0.
Theorem 2.2 ([BH] Theorem 4.2.10). Let K be a field and let h : Z≥0 → Z≥0 be a numerical
function. Then h is the Hilbert function of some standard graded K-algebra if and only if
h(0) = 1 and h(d+ 1) ≤ h(d)〈d〉
for all d ≥ 1.
An infinite sequence a0, a1, a2, . . . of non-negative integers with ai = h(i) for an h satisfying
the conditions of Theorem 2.2 is called an O-sequence. We will regard a finite sequence
a0, a1, a2, . . . , ar as an infinite sequence by setting ai = 0 for i > r.
Hereafter, let R = K[x0, . . . , xn] be a polynomial ring over a field K. Our default assump-
tion will be that K is algebraically closed, but sometimes we will need the characteristic to
be zero, and sometimes we will need only that K is infinite; in these cases we will say so
explicitly.
Notation 2.3. For any subvariety (or subscheme) V ⊆ Pn we write IV ⊆ R for the saturated
ideal of V and IV for the sheaf on P
n corresponding to IV . For a standard graded algebra
R/I we write hR/I(t) for the Hilbert function of R/I, i.e. hR/I(t) = dimK [R/I]t. When
I = IV for some subscheme V , we sometimes write hV (t) for hR/IV (t). We say that V is
arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay (ACM) if R/IV is a Cohen-Macaulay ring.
For any integer function h : Z≥0 → Z, the first difference ∆h is the backward difference,
defined by setting ∆h(0) = h(0) and ∆h(t) = h(t)− h(t− 1) for t > 0. When X is a finite
set of points, it is well-known and easy to see that hX is strictly increasing until it becomes
constant, hence there is a j such that 1 = hX(0) < · · · < hX(j) = hX(j + 1) = · · · . We refer
to (∆hX(0), . . . ,∆hX(j)) as the h-vector of X ; it is known to be a finite O-sequence (see,
e.g., [CH, Proposition 6.3]).
Notation 2.4. Let t ≥ m be positive integers and let P ∈ Pn be a general point. Given
X ⊂ Pn a subscheme, we set
adim(X, t,m) = adim(IX , t,m) = dim[IX ∩ I
m
P ]t (the actual dimension),
vdim(X, t,m) = vdim(IX , t,m) = dim[IX ]t −
(
m+ n− 1
n
)
(the virtual dimension),
edim(X, t,m) = edim(IX , t,m) = max{0, vdim(X, t,m)} (the expected dimension).
Note that we always have
adim(X, t,m) ≥ edim(X, t,m) ≥ vdim(X, t,m).
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Definition 2.5. If adim(X, t,m) > edim(X, t,m), we say that X admits an unexpected
hypersurface of degree t for multiplicity m. (In this case, note that adim(X, t,m) > 0, hence
t ≥ m.) If X ⊂ P2 is a finite set of points which admits an unexpected hypersurface of
degree t for multiplicity m = t− 1, then following [CHMN] we say simply that X admits an
unexpected curve of degree t.
Remark 2.6. An equivalent condition for X to admit an unexpected hypersurface of degree
t for multiplicity m is adim(X, t,m) > 0 and adim(X, t,m) > vdim(X, t,m).
Remark 2.7. Any hypersurface of degree t with an isolated singularity of multiplicity t
must be a cone (by Bezout’s theorem). Thus adim(X, t, t) is the dimension of the vector
space of cones over X of degree t with vertex at P . If adim(X, t, t) > edim(X, t, t), we
say that X admits an unexpected cone of degree t. See [HMNT, CM, HMT] for more on
unexpected cones. In particular, if X has codimension two and is reduced, equidimensional
and non-degenerate then the cone SP over X with vertex P is an unexpected cone of degree
t = degX ([HMNT] Proposition 2.4).
Definition 2.8. Let X ⊂ Pn be a closed subscheme. Fixing a non-negative integer j, we
define the sequence AVX,j as follows:
AVX,j(m) = adim(X,m+ j,m)− vdim(X,m+ j,m), m ≥ 1.
Remark 2.9. Rephrasing Remark 2.6, if adim(X, t,m) > 0 then X admits an unexpected
hypersurface of degree t for multiplicity m if and only if AVX,j(m) > 0 for j = t−m.
Notation 2.10. Let P ∈ Pn be a general point, with defining ideal IP . We will denote the
scheme defined by ImP in P
n by Pm. We will sometimes consider the hyperplane section of
Pm by a hyperplane H containing P , and we will denote the corresponding subscheme of H
by mP , thus mP = Pm ∩H .
We now give an interpretation of the sequence AVX,j. Notice that, in the following lemma,
the ideal in the dimension of the quotient on the right changes with m.
Lemma 2.11. Let X ⊂ Pn be a subscheme. Then
AVX,j(m) = dim
[
Rupslope(IX + I
m
P )
]
m+j
.
Proof. Set t := m+ j. From the short exact sequence
0→ R/(IX ∩ I
m
P )→ R/IX ⊕ R/I
m
P → R/(IX + I
m
P )→ 0
we get the relation between the dimension of the modules in degree t
dim[R]t− adim(X, t,m)−dim[R]t+dim[IX ]t−dim[R]t+dim[I
m
P ]t+dim[R/(IX + I
m
P )]t = 0.
Therefore
dim[R/(IX + I
m
P )]t = adim(X, t,m)− dim[IX ]t + dim[R]t − dim[I
m
P ]t =
= adim(X, t,m)− dim[IX ]t + hPm(t).
Since t ≥ m the Hilbert function of the fat point Pm in degree t is hPm(t) =
(
m+n−1
n
)
. (It
reaches the degree deg(Pm) in degree m− 1.) So we get
dim[R/(IX + I
m
P )]t = adim(X, t,m)− vdim(X, t,m)
as desired. 
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Remark 2.12. We can also give a cohomological interpretation for the sequence AVX,j(m).
Let X be an ACM subscheme in Pn of dimension ≥ 1. Assume m ≥ 0 and j ≥ 0. Consider
the exact sequence of sheaves
0→ IX∪Pm → IX → OPm → 0.
Twisting by m+ j and taking cohomology gives the exact sequence
0→ [IX∪Pm ]m+j → [IX ]m+j → H
0(OPm(m+ j))→ H
1(IX∪Pm(m+ j))→ 0.
(Exactness on the right is because X is ACM of dimension ≥ 1; see [Mi, pp. 9-11].) This
gives
h1(IX∪Pm(m+ j)) =
(
(m− 1) + n
n
)
− dim[IX ]m+j + dim[IX∪Pm ]m+j = AVX,j(m).
Remark 2.13. Given a subscheme X ⊂ Pn, it is natural to ask about the persistence of the
unexpectedness imposed by X . For example, in [HMNT, Corollary 2.12], it is shown that
a nondegenerate curve C ⊂ P3 of degree d = degC admits an unexpected hypersurface of
degree t for multiplicity t at a general point for all t ≥ d. Thus fixing 0 = j = t −m, and
fixing C, we have the persistence of unexpectedness as long as t ≥ d.
Many of the results in this paper give formulas for the sequences AVX,j(m). Leaving
aside the issue of whether adim(X, t,m) > 0, this sequence can be interpreted both as a
measure of unexpectedness (how much bigger is the actual dimension than what one would
expect?) and as a measure of persistence (how long is AVX,j(m) positive?). The fact that
these sequences are represented by simple formulas, as we will see in the coming sections, is
a pleasant bonus.
3. Generic initial ideals and unexpectedness
In this section we relate the study of unexpected hypersurfaces of a subscheme X ⊆ Pn to
the generic initial ideal of IX with respect to the lexicographic order. Then, we prove that
the AVX,j sequence, up to a shift, is an O-sequence. As a consequence of this result we are
able to ensure the non-existence of unexpected hypersurfaces in several cases.
Let R = K[x0, x1, . . . , xn] be a standard graded polynomial ring. In this section we only
requireK to be infinite. We assume the monomials ofR are ordered by>lex, the lexicographic
monomial order which satisfies x0 > x1 > · · · > xn. We recall that a setM ⊆ R of monomials
is a lex-segment if the monomials have the same degree and they satisfy the condition that
whenever u, v are monomials with u ≥ v and v ∈ M , then u ∈ M [V]. It is convenient to
also refer to a vector subspace W ⊆ R as a lex-segment if W is spanned by a lex-segment in
the previous sense. We also recall that a homogeneous ideal I ⊆ R is a lex-segment ideal if
for each degree d the the homogeneous component Id of I of degree d is a lex segment [V];
see also [Hu].
For a graded ideal I ⊆ R, we will denote by gin(I) the generic initial ideal of I with respect
to the monomial order >lex. For an introduction to generic initial ideals, see for instance
[Gr] and Section 15.9 in [E]. The next lemma relates the actual and virtual dimensions of a
scheme in terms of the generic initial ideal of its ideal.
Lemma 3.1. Let X ⊆ Pn be a subscheme. For any non-negative integers t and m, we have
(i) adim(X, t,m) = dim[gin(IX) ∩ I
m
Q ]t, where Q = (1, 0, . . . , 0).
(ii) vdim(X, t,m) = vdim(gin(IX), t,m).
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Proof. (i) Let X ′ be the image of X under a general linear change of variables, so gin(IX) =
in(IX′) and so the point Q is general for X
′. Moreover, if µ1, µ2 are monomials of the same
degree with µ1 ∈ [I
m
Q ]t and µ1 >lex µ2, then µ2 ∈ I
m
Q , hence in(IX′ ∩ I
m
Q ) = in(IX′)∩ I
m
Q . (To
see this note that both sides of the equality are monomial ideals, and that in(IX′ ∩ I
m
Q ) ⊆
in(IX′)∩ I
m
Q is clear. So suppose that w ∈ in(IX′)∩ I
m
Q is a monomial. Then there is a form
W ∈ IX′ with w = in(W ). It follows that the other terms of W have lex order less than
w, so each is in ImQ , hence W ∈ I
m
Q , and we have W ∈ IX′ ∩ I
m
Q so w ∈ in(IX′ ∩ I
m
Q ) giving
in(IX′∩I
m
Q ) ⊇ in(IX′)∩I
m
Q .) Thus we have adim(X, t,m) = dim[IX∩I
m
P ]t = dim[IX′∩I
m
Q ]t =
dim[in(IX′ ∩ I
m
Q )]t = dim[in(IX′) ∩ I
m
Q ]t = dim[gin(IX) ∩ I
m
Q ]t.
(ii) This is a consequence of hX = hR/(gin(IX)). 
Remark 3.2. Let I = ⊕kIk be a homogeneous ideal in R. Then we make the following
definition (see [Gr, Definition 6.1]):
K˜d(I) =
⊕
k
[I ∩ Ik−dQ ]k,
where Q = (1, 0, . . . , 0), so K˜d(I) is a graded module over K[x1, . . . , xn]. In particular, K˜0(I)
is an ideal: it is obtained from I by eliminating the variable x0. Geometrically, it corresponds
to the linear space of the cones having vertex at Q. Then Lemma 3.1 (i) can be rephrased
as follows:
dim(IX ∩ I
m
P )t = dim
[
K˜t−m (gin(IX))
]
t
.
Example 3.3. Assume char(K) = 0. Here, given only the Hilbert function hX of a set of
points X ⊂ P2, we show how information about gin(IX) relates to whether or not X has an
unexpected curve. So let X ⊆ P2 be a set of 13 points with hX = (1, 3, 6, 10, 12, 13, 13, . . .), so
X lies on three independent quartics but no cubics (such examples exist, as we see later in this
example). Then dim[IX ]6 = 15, so vdim(X, 6, 5) = 0, hence X admits an unexpected curve of
degree 6 if and only if adim(X, 6, 5) > 0. From Lemma 3.1(i), adim(X, 6, 5) > 0 if and only if
dim[gin(IX)∩I
5
Q]6 > 0. In this case, the ideal defining the point Q is IQ = (y, z) ⊆ K[x, y, z],
so the monomials of degree 6 contained in [I5Q]6 are exactly those lexicographically less than
or equal to xy5. But (in characteristic 0) generic initial ideals are (by [CaS]) strongly stable
(see [AL] for the definition and properties of strong stability), hence if any monomial of
degree 6 less than or equal to xy5 is in gin(IX), then xy
5 is in gin(IX) too. Thus X admits
an unexpected curve of degree 6 if and only if xy5 ∈ gin(IX).
Now we determine all the monomials in [gin(IX)]≤6, assuming that X admits no unex-
pected curves in degrees strictly lower than 6. With this assumption and using the fact that
unexpected curves have degree at least 4 [A, FGST], from Lemma 3.1(i) we have
• [gin(IX) ∩ I
3
Q]4 = [gin(IX) ∩ I
4
Q]5 = (0), so if x
aybzc ∈ [gin(IX)]≤6 then a ≥ 2, and
• edim(X, 4, 2) = adim(X, 4, 2) = 0 (by Bertini’s Theorem), hence [gin(IX)∩I
2
Q]4 = (0),
so if xaybzc ∈ [gin(IX)]4 then a ≥ 3.
Collecting this information, we get only one strongly stable ideal through degree 5 (with the
given Hilbert function), that is (x4, x3y, x3z, x2y3, x2y2z). So, [gin(IX)]≤5 is a lex segment.
Taking generators up to degree 6 of the lex-segment ideal with Hilbert function hX we get
L = (x4, x3y, x3z, x2y3, x2y2z, x2yz3, x2z4),
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thus X has an unexpected curve of degree 6 with a general multiple point of multiplicity 5
if and only if the component [gin(IX)]6 fails to be equal to the degree 6 component of the
lex-segment ideal with the same Hilbert function.
As promised, we now show that sets X do arise. We first give an example of a set
X of 13 points with no unexpected curves of degree 6 or less. We get 12 points of the
points of X as the complete intersection of a general cubic and quartic; add to this a
general point Q to obtain X . It is easy to see that X has the Hilbert function as spec-
ified above, and by direct computation with Macaulay2 [GS], we find that X has no un-
expected curves of degree 6 or less. In this case, we find from Macaulay2 that gin(IX) =
(x4, x3y, x3z, x2y3, x2y2z, x2yz3, x2z4, xy6, xy5z, xy4z3, xy3z5, xy2z7, xyz9, xz11, y13), hence xy5,
as claimed, does not occur.
We now give two examples of an X with the specified Hilbert function which do have
unexpected sextics. Returning to the specfied Hilbert function, we see that two monomials
of degree 6 are needed in the minimal set of generators of gin(IX). IfX admits an unexpected
curve of degree 6 with a general multiple point of multiplicity 5, we have already noticed
that xy5 ∈ ginIX . Thus, the strongly stable property forces [gin(IX)]≤6 to be either
G1 = (x
4, x3y, x3z, x2y3, x2y2z, x2yz3, xy5)
or
G2 = (x
4, x3y, x3z, x2y3, x2y2z, xy5, xy4z).
By direct computation we see that a set of points X with [gin(IX)]≤6 = G2 would have
adim(X, 6, 5) = 2, but by [CHMN, Corollary 5.5] this would mean X has an unexpected
quintic, contrary to our assumption that X admits no unexpected curves in degrees strictly
lower than 6. Thus [gin(IX)]≤6 = G2 cannot occur if X is a reduced set of 13 points.
However, [gin(IX)]≤6 = G1 can occur; we give two examples. Specifically, the following two
sets of points X1 and X2 have hX1 = hX2 = hX and [gin(IXi)]≤6 = G1. The lines (see Figure
1) dual to the points X1 give what [DMO] refers to as a (1, 1) tic-tac-toe arrangement:
X1 := {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (−1, 1, 0), (0,−1, 1), (−1, 0, 1),
(1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1), (−1, 1,−1), (1, 1,−1)}.
The ideal defining X1 is
IX1 = (y
3z − yz3, x3z − xz3, x3y − xy3).
The second set of points is
X2 := {(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1), (1, 0, 1), (−1, 1, 0), (0,−1, 1), (−1, 0, 1),
(2, 1, 1), (−2, 1, 1), (−2, 1,−1), (2, 1,−1)};
it is defined by the ideal
IX2 = (y
3z − yz3, x3z − xz3 − 3xy2z, x3y − xy3 − 3xyz2).
(The lines dual to X2 are shown in Figure 2.)
We now show that the sequence AVX,j is the Hilbert function of a fixed standard graded
algebra; since AVX,j(m) is defined for m ≥ 1 we need to shift it by 1.
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Figure 1. A sketch of the line configuration dual to the points of X1 from
Example 3.3. (The line at infinity, corresponding to the point (0, 0, 1), is not
shown).
Figure 2. A sketch of the line configuration dual to the points of X2 from
Example 3.3. (The line at infinity, corresponding to the point (0, 0, 1), is not
shown).
Theorem 3.4. For any non-negative integer j, the sequence AVX,j shifted to the left by 1 is
an O-sequence. In particular, setting J := gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 , the sequence AVX,j shifted to the
left by 1 coincides with the Hilbert function of R/J , i.e.,
AVX,j(d+ 1) = hR/J (d), d ≥ 0.
Proof. Set q = (x1, · · · , xn) the ideal defining the point Q = (1, 0, . . . , 0). For any m ≥ 1
and for any non-negative integer j, from Lemma 2.11, reasoning as in the proof of Lemma
3.1, we have
AVX,j(m) = dim
[
Rupslope(IX + I
m
P )
]
m+j
= dim
[
Rupslope(gin(IX) + q
m)
]
m+j
.
For a monomial ideal T , it is easy to show that we can write [T ]m+j as the following direct
sum (and so the summands have only 0 in common):
[T ]m+j =
[
xj+10 · (T : x
j+1
0 )
]
m+j
⊕
[T ∩ qm]m+j .
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In particular,
[R]m+j =
[
xj+10 · (R : x
j+1
0 )
]
m+j
⊕
[R ∩ qm]m+j =
[
xj+10 R
]
m+j
⊕
[qm]m+j ,
so dim [R/qm]m+j = dim
[
xj+10 R
]
m+j
. Similarly,
[gin(IX) + q
m]m+j =
[
xj+10 · ((gin(IX) + q
m) : xj+10 )
]
m+j
⊕
[(gin(IX) + q
m) ∩ qm]m+j
=
[
xj+10 · (gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 )
]
m+j
⊕
[qm]m+j ,
so dim [(gin(IX) + q
m)/qm]m+j = dim
[
xj+10 · (gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 )
]
m+j
. Thus
dim
[
R
gin(IX) + qm
]
m+j
= dim
[
R/qm
(gin(IX) + qm)/qm
]
m+j
= dim [R/qm]m+j − dim [(gin(IX) + q
m)/qm]m+j
= dim
[
xj+10 R
]
m+j
− dim
[
xj+10 · (gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 )
]
m+j
= dim [R]m−1 − dim
[
gin(IX) : x
j+1
0
]
m−1
= dim
[
R/(gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 )
]
m−1
.

As a consequence of Theorem 3.4 we get a new criterion (in this case, geometric) for the
non-existence of unexpected hypersurfaces.
Corollary 3.5. If X is a reduced subscheme of Pn contained in a hypersurface of degree
d+ 1 ≥ 1, then for any t ≥ d+m and m ≥ 1 we have
adim(X, t,m) = vdim(X, t,m).
In particular, if X is degenerate (meaning, X is contained in a hyperplane, or, equivalently,
d = 0), then X admits no unexpected hypersurfaces for multiplicity m in degrees t ≥ m, and
hence no unexpected hypersurfaces of any kind.
Proof. Since IX has an element of degree d+ 1, x
d+1
0 ∈ gin(IX). This implies 1 ∈ (gin(IX) :
xt−m+10 ) when t ≥ d +m,m ≥ 0. From Theorem 3.4 and Definition 2.8, for t = m + j, j ≥
d,m ≥ 1, we have 0 = AVX,j(m) = adim(X, t,m) − vdim(X, t,m). The last part, about
unexpected hypersurfaces, follows from Definition 2.5. 
The next corollary compares the sequences AVX,j(m) and AVX,j+1(m) for a subscheme X .
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a subscheme of Pn. Then
AVX,j(m) ≥ AVX,j+1(m).
Proof. From Theorem 3.4 we have, for any i,
AVX,i(m) = dim
[
R/(gin(IX) : x
i+1
0 )
]
m−1
.
So the statement is equivalent to proving that
dim
[
gin(IX) : x
j+1
0
]
m−1
≤ dim
[
gin(IX) : x
j+2
0
]
m−1
,
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and this is trivial since we always have gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 ⊆ gin(IX) : x
j+2
0 . 
Lemma 3.7. Let P be a general point in Pn. Let Y1 be the zero-dimensional subscheme
of Pn defined by ImP and let Y2 be the subscheme of Y1 defined by I
m−1
P . Fix a positive
integer t ≥ m − 1 and consider the component [IX ]t, where X is some subvariety of P
n. If
Y1 imposes
(
m−1+n
n
)
independent conditions on [IX ]t then Y2 imposes
(
m−2+n
n
)
independent
conditions on [IX ]t.
Proof. We know that deg(Y1) =
(
m−1+n
n
)
and deg(Y2) =
(
m−2+n
n
)
, and that Y1 and Y2 impose
independent conditions on [R]t since t ≥ m− 1 (by a regularity argument). In particular we
know that
dim[IY1 ]t = dim[R]t −
(
m− 1 + n
n
)
and dim[IY2 ]t = dim[R]t −
(
m− 2 + n
n
)
.
Consider first the exact sequence
0→ IY1 → IY2 → A→ 0,
where A is the quotient, and is supported on P . We have
dim[A]t =
(
m− 1 + n
n
)
−
(
m− 2 + n
n
)
=
(
m− 2 + n
n− 1
)
.
Let A be the sheafification of A. From the above exact sequence and the fact that t ≥
m − 1 (so h1(ImP (t)) = h
1(IY1(t)) = 0) and the fact that IY1 and IY2 are saturated, we get
h0(A(t)) = dim[A]t.
Remembering that X and P are disjoint, consider the exact sequence of sheaves
0→ IX∪Y1(t)→ IX∪Y2(t)→ A(t)→ 0.
Taking cohomology we obtain
0→ [IX ∩ I
m
P ]t → [IX ∩ I
m−1
P ]t → [A]t → · · ·
Hence
dim[IX ∩ IY2 ]t = dim[IX ∩ I
m−1
P ]t
≤ dim[IX ∩ I
m
P ]t + dim[A]t
= dim[IX ]t −
(
m−1+n
n
)
+
(
m−2+n
n−1
)
= dim[IX ]t −
(
m−2+n
n
)
.
But Y2 cannot impose more conditions in degree t than its degree, so we must have equality.

Like Corollary 3.5, the next result gives a criterion (again basically geometric), based on
one single piece of information, for a subvariety X ⊂ Pn to admit no unexpected hypersur-
faces of any degree or multiplicity at a general point.
Proposition 3.8. Let X ⊂ Pn be a subscheme. Let α := α(IX) be the least degree t such
that [IX ]t 6= 0. If AVX,0(α) = 0, then X does not admit unexpected hypersurfaces, for any
degree and multiplicity at a general point.
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Proof. By Remark 2.6, X fails to admit an unexpected hypersurface of degree t for multi-
plicity m if and only if Tt,m = min(adim(X, t,m), AVX,t−m(m)) = 0. Consider the table T of
values of Tt,m for t,m ≥ 1. It suffices to show we always have Tt,m = 0. We will divide the
table into three regions as follows:
t 1 2 3 . . . α− 1 α α + 1 α + 2 α + 3 . . .
m
1
2
... III
α− 1
α I
α+ 1
... II
As always, P denotes a general point.
For t < α it is clear that Tt,m = adim(X, t,m) = 0. This takes care of region I.
We now show that all entries in region II are 0. The condition AVX,0(α) = 0 gives us
that Tα,α = 0; this the top left point of region II. It also gives us that Y1, defined by
IαP , imposes
(
α−1+n
n
)
independent conditions on [IX ]α. But then by Corollary 3.6 we have
Tj+α,α = AVX,j(α) = 0 for all j ≥ 0 (this gives the top row of region II).
In the portion below the main diagonal of region II we have m > t, so Tt,m = adim(X, t,m)
is 0, since there there can be no hypersurfaces with degree t and multiplicity m (unexpected
or not). For the portion on and above the main diagonal of region II, we apply Theorem
3.4, which says that AVX,j(m) is an O-sequence. Recall that the top row of region II gives
us AVX,j(α) = 0 for j ≥ 0. Then it follows for i > 0 that Tα+i+j,α+i = AVX,j(α + i) = 0 as
well, since a Hilbert function that attains a value 0 cannot subsequently become non-zero.
Thus starting from each entry on the top row of region II (all of which are 0), the entries
descending diagonally and to the right are all 0. Thus all entries in region II above the main
diagonal are also 0.
We now show all entries in region III are 0. Because AVX,j(α) = 0, the scheme Y1 defined
by the (saturated) ideal IαP imposes independent conditions on [IX ]t for all t ≥ α. Hence,
applying Lemma 3.7 iteratively, so does the scheme Y2 defined by I
k
P for α−1 ≥ k ≥ 1. Thus
Tt,k = AVX,t−k(k) = 0 for t ≥ α. Thus all entries in region III are 0, and we are done. 
The next proposition shows that if a subscheme X admits an unexpected hypersurface of
degree t vanishing with multiplicity m at a general point, then [gin(IX)]t is not a lex-segment.
This gives a criterion (this time algebraic), again based on a single piece of information
(admittedly more difficult to verify), for the non-existence of any unexpected hypersurfaces.
Proposition 3.9. Let X be a subscheme of Pn. Assume there exists j ≥ 0 such that
[gin(IX)]m+j is a lex-segment and adim(X,m+j,m) > 0. Then AVX,j(m) = 0. In particular,
if gin(IX) is a lex-segment ideal, then X does not admit any unexpected hypersurfaces.
Proof. Let j ≥ 0 be an integer such that X admits a hypersurface of degree m + j van-
ishing with multiplicity at least m at a general point P . Then by Lemma 3.1(i) we have
adim(X, t,m) = dim[gin(IX) ∩ I
m
Q ]t > 0, so there is a monomial x
s
0M ∈ gin(IX) where
M ] ∈ ImP so has degree degM = m+ j− s ≥ m, but j ≥ s ≥ 0. Now, since [gin(IX)]m+j is a
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lex-segment, we have xs0M ∈ gin(IX). In order to prove the statement, it is enough by The-
orem 3.4 to show that dim[R/(gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 )]m−1 = 0. So, take any monomial F ∈ Rm−1.
Then xj+10 F ∈ [R]m+j and x
j+1
0 F >lex x
s
0M . Thus, x
j+1
0 F ∈ gin(IX), so F ∈ gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 ,
hence [R/(gin(IX) : x
j+1
0 )]m−1 = 0. 
It is natural to ask if the converse of Proposition 3.9 is true, namely if it is true for a
finite set of points X that if gin(IX) is not a lex-segment ideal then X must admit some sort
of unexpected hypersurface. Recalling that one must take with a grain of salt the generic
initial ideal produced by a computer algebra program (is the change of variables “general
enough?”), a counterexample is given in Example 3.10. It would be interesting to have a
theoretical procedure to determine if the generic initial ideal of a finite set of points is a
lex-segment ideal or not.
Example 3.10. Assume the characteristic of the field K is 0. Let Xn ⊆ P
n be the set
of
(
n+2
2
)
points obtained from the root system An+1 as described in [HMNT], section 3.1.
Specifically, Xn consists of the
(
n+1
2
)
points having one entry equal to 1, one equal to −1
and the rest 0, together with the n + 1 coordinate points.
The initial degree of IXn ⊆ K[x0, x1, . . . , xn] is α(IXn) = 3 for n ≥ 2, because the product
of any 3 indeterminates vanishes at Xn and [IXn ]2 = (0). To see that Xn does not lie on a
quadric we take F :=
∑
cabxaxb ∈ IXn and we show that F = 0. Indeed, since F vanishes
at the coordinate points, cab = 0 if a = b; also cab = 0 for a 6= b because F vanishes at the
point having no zero entries at the positions a and b.
A computer calculation, by CoCoA [ABR], showed that AVXn,0(3) = 0 for 2 ≤ n ≤ 12.
Therefore, by Proposition 3.8, Xn does not admit any unexpected hypersurface of any sort,
for 2 ≤ n ≤ 12.
This result is consistent with [HMNT], where a computer search did not turn up any
unexpected hypersurfaces for Xn in the cases 2 ≤ n ≤ 6, 2 ≤ d ≤ 6, 2 ≤ m ≤ d.
Furthermore, we checked with CoCoA that, for 4 ≤ n ≤ 12, the ideal defining the set of
points Xn ⊆ P
n has a generic initial ideal that is not a lex-segment ideal. In particular, in
the cases 5 ≤ n ≤ 12 we noticed that [gin(IXn)]3 fails to be a lex-segment because x1x
2
n fails
to belong to gin(IXn).
Interestingly, we have checked for 3 ≤ n ≤ 12 that the set of points Yn ⊆ P
n, constructed
from Xn by replacing in the coordinates of its points all the “-1” with “+1,” admits an
unexpected cone of degree 3, and x0x
2
n fails to belong to gin(IYn).
4. On the sequence AVX,1(m) when X is an irreducible ACM curve in P
3
In this section we will assume that K has characteristic zero. We have already seen in
Theorem 3.4 that for a subscheme X ⊂ Pn, the sequence AVX,j shifted to the left by 1 is an
O-sequence. In this section we will abuse terminology and just say that the sequence is an
O-sequence, often (but not always) suppressing the shift. Furthermore, if the positive part
of the sequence AVX,j is finite, we will ignore the terms that are zero and just say that AVX,j
is finite. In this section our focus is on the case j = 1.
Recall that an SI-sequence is a finite, non-zero, symmetric O-sequence such that the
first half is a differentiable O-sequence (i.e., also the first difference of the first half is an
O-sequence). The significance of SI-sequences is that they characterize the h-vectors of
arithmetically Gorenstein subschemes of projective space whose artinian reductions have
the Weak Lefschetz Property. In codimension three they characterize the h-vectors of all
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arithmetically Gorenstein subschemes. Note that SI-sequences are automatically unimodal.
See [Hrm] for properties of SI-sequences.
We have produced a great deal of experimental evidence for the following conjecture
concerning SI-sequences. We will shortly prove part of it. We recall that an ACM scheme is
always connected [E, Theorem 18.12], hence a smooth ACM scheme is irreducible.
Conjecture 4.1. Let X ⊂ P3 be a smooth ACM curve not lying on a quadric surface. Then
the sequence AVX,1 is an SI-sequence (shifted by 1). The last non-zero term in this sequence
is AVX,1(degX − 5), so the SI-sequence ends in degree degX − 6.
Remark 4.2. We point out two things. First, we have not yet seen a direct connection to
Gorenstein algebras; we have only this numerical conjecture. It would be very interesting to
tie Gorenstein algebras to the study of unexpected hypersurfaces in some way. Second, some-
times the SI-sequences that we obtain have codimension three and sometimes codimension
four.
The case where X does lie on a quadric surface is contained in Theorem 4.4. We first give
examples to show that all of the other assumptions are needed in this conjecture.
Example 4.3. The symmetry of the sequence AVX,1(m) requires all of the given assump-
tions. The following examples, which were run in either CoCoA [ABR] or Macaulay2 [GS],
show that dropping a hypothesis can result in the AV sequence either not being finite, or, if
finite, not being symmetric.
(a) (X satisfies all assumptions.) Assume that X1 is a line in P
3 and X is obtained as
the residual to X1 by two general cubic surfaces containing X1. Then X is a smooth
ACM curve of degree 8 and genus 7, and the positive part of the sequence AVX,1 is
(1, 2, 1). This satisfies Conjecture 4.1, and in particular it is symmetric with its last
value being in degree 8− 6 = 2.
(b) (X is not ACM.) Assume that X1 is the disjoint union of two lines in P
3 and X is
linked to X1 by a general choice of two cubic surfaces. Then X is a smooth, non-ACM
curve of degree 7 and genus 4, and the positive part of the sequence AVX,1 is (1, 2),
which is not symmetric.
(c) (X is not in P3.) Assume that X is a smooth surface of degree 8 in P4 obtained from
a plane by linking using two general hypersurfaces of degree 3. (The example in (a)
is a hyperplane section of this one.) Then the positive part of the sequence AVX,1
is (1, 3, 4, 4, . . . ), which is not finite. (Note that its first difference is the sequence in
(a).)
(d) (X is not equidimensional, but the curve part is ACM.) Assume that X is the residual
in P3 of a line inside the complete intersection of two cubics (as in (a)). Let Y be
the union of X with a general point. Then the positive part of AVY,1 is the sequence
(1, 3, 2), which is not symmetric.
(e) (j = 0 instead of j = 1.) Assume that X is the curve in (a) but take j = 0. Then
the positive part of AVX,0 is the sequence (1, 4, 8, 11, 13, 14, 14, 14, . . .), which is not
finite.
(f) (j = 2 instead of j = 1.) Assume that X is the curve in (a) but take j = 2. Then
AVX,2 is the sequence (0, 0, . . . ), and so is finite and vacuously symmetric, but does
not end in the conjectured degree. However, linking the line X1 from (a) using two
surfaces of degree 4 gives a curve X of degree 15 and genus 28, with the positive part
of AVX,2 being the sequence (1, 2, 2), which is not symmetric.
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(g) (X is zero-dimensional.) Assume that X is the complete intersection in P3 of three
general quartic surfaces. Then the positive part of the sequence AVX,1 is (1, 4, 7, 8, 5)
which is not symmetric.
(h) (X is ACM but not irreducible, 1.) Let Z ⊂ P2 be the set of 9 points coming from
the B3 root system (see [DIV, Figure 2] and [HMNT]). Let X be the cone over Z
with vertex at a general point Q. Then X is an ACM union of lines (whose general
hyperplane section admits an unexpected quartic curve), and the positive part of the
sequence AVX,1 is (1, 3, 4, 4, 4, . . . ), which is not finite.
(i) (X is ACM but not irreducible, 2). Let X be as in (h), except now let Z ⊂ P2 be
a general set of 9 points. The Hilbert function of Z (and hence X) is the same as
it was in (h), but now one computes that the positive part of the sequence AVX,1
is (1, 3, 3, 3, . . . ), which is not finite. (Thus the AV sequence depends on geometry
beyond the Hilbert function.)
(j) (X is ACM and irreducible but not smooth). Let Q be a general point and let X be
the complete intersection of two general quartic surfaces in I3Q. Then X is ACM and
we have verified that X is irreducible (using Macaulay2), but the positive part of the
sequence AVX,1 is (1, 4, 8, 12, 15, 16, 15, 12, 8, 4, 2, 2, 2, . . .), which is not finite. (Thus
we need smoothness and not simply irreducibility in the statement of the conjecture.)
While we are not able to prove the full conjecture, we at least show unimodality and
the differentiability of the increasing part, using only irreducibility of X and not necessarily
smoothness. What is missing is the finiteness, the symmetry and the degree of the last
positive term in the sequence when X is smooth. Notice that nothing about our argument
fails for (i) or (j) in Example 4.3, so something more will be needed to prove the rest of the
conjecture.
Theorem 4.4. Let X ⊂ P3 be an irreducible ACM curve.
(a) If X lies on a quadric surface, then for each j ≥ 1 the sequence AVX,j(m) is zero.
(b) If X does not lie on a quadric surface then the sequence AVX,1(m) is non-zero and
unimodal. Furthermore, the increasing part is a differentiable O-sequence.
Proof. (a) This follows by Corollary 3.5.
(b) We assume that
• P ∈ P3 is a general point with defining ideal IP ,
• H is a general plane in P3 containing P ,
• L∈ IP is a linear form defining H ,
• Z = X ∩H .
Note that P may be taken to be a general point in H with respect to the set Z. In addition
to the notation introduced in Remark 2.12, recall from Notation 2.10 that
we will denote the scheme defined by ImP |H by mP , a fat point in the plane, to
distinguish it from the fat point scheme Pm in P3 defined by ImP .
Notice that
IX∪Pm+1 : L = IX∪Pm and (IX∪Pm + (L))
sat = IZ∪mP .
Since Z = X ∩ H is a general hyperplane section of X , and X is irreducible, Z is a set
of points in linearly general position in H (in this case meaning no three points of Z are
collinear). Hence by [CHMN] Corollary 6.8, Z does not admit any unexpected curves in the
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plane. Considering the exact sequence of sheaves
0→ IZ∪(m+1)P (m+ 2)→ IZ(m+ 2)
rm+2
−→ O(m+1)P (m+ 2)→ 0
from Remark 2.12 (where the ideal sheaves are on H = P2), the fact that Z does not admit
any unexpected curves means that rm+2 has maximal rank on global sections. (For some
values of m it will be injective, and eventually it will be surjective.)
Now consider the commutative diagram of sheaves (the rows are exact since P 6∈ X and
the columns are exact since X is irreducible):
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → IX∪Pm(m+ 1) → IX(m+ 1) → OPm(m+ 1) → 0y×L y×L y×L
0 → IX∪Pm+1(m+ 2) → IX(m+ 2) → OPm+1(m+ 2) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → IZ∪(m+1)P (m+ 2) → IZ(m+ 2) → O(m+1)P (m+ 2) → 0.
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
In cohomology we obtain
0 0 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 → [IX∪Pm ]m+1 → [IX ]m+1 → H
0(OPm(m+ 1)) → H
1(IX∪Pm(m+ 1)) → 0y y y yαm+1
0 → [IX∪Pm+1 ]m+2 → [IX ]m+2 → H
0(OPm+1(m+ 2)) → H
1(IX∪Pm+1(m+ 2)) → 0
↓ ↓ ∗ ↓ ↓
0 → [IZ∪(m+1)P ]m+2 → [IZ ]m+2
rm+2
−→ H0(O(m+1)P (m+ 2)) → coker(rm+2) → 0
↓ ↓ ↓
0 0 0
using the fact that X is ACM for the first vertical surjection (marked by an asterisk).
To begin, we focus only on the first line of the above commutative diagram. For m = 0
we obtain
h1(IX∪P 0(1)) = h
1(IX(1)) = 0
since X is ACM. For m = 1 we obtain
h1(IX∪P (2)) =
{
0 if dim[IX ]2 ≥ 1
1 if dim[IX ]2 = 0.
Since, by Remark 2.12 we have h1(IX∪Pm(m + 1)) = AVX,1(m), and we know the latter is
an O-sequence shifted by one thanks to Theorem 3.4, this gives that the start of the shifted
O-sequence (the value 1) corresponds to h1(IX∪P (2)). Thus the sequence is non-zero since
X does not lie on a quadric surface, so we have the first part of (b). (If we had merely
assumed that X is not degenerate, this also shows that the sequence is non-zero if and only
if X does not lie on a quadric surface.)
So for the rest of the proof we assume that X does not lie on a quadric surface. Applying
the Snake Lemma to the above commutative diagram, the fact that rm+2 has maximal rank
means that also αm+1 has maximal rank (in the right-hand column of the diagram). Then
applying Remark 2.12 as m varies, since rm+2 is initially injective and then surjective, the
same is true for the map αm+1. This shows that the sequence AVX,1(m) is unimodal.
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Finally, we argue that the increasing part of the sequence {h1(IX∪Pm(m+1))} is a differ-
entiable O-sequence (shifted by 2).
Thanks to Theorem 3.4 and Remark 2.12, we know that the sequence {h1(IX∪Pm(m+1))}
is an O-sequence, and we have just seen that the map αm+1 is injective as long as coker(rm+2)
is non-zero. So we have only to show that dim(coker(rm+2)) is an O-sequence (shifted
by 2). But because rm+2 has maximal rank, when coker(rm+2) is non-zero we have from the
exactness of the bottom row of the above diagram that
dim[coker(rm+2)]m+2 =
(
(m+ 1)− 1 + 2
2
)
− dim[IZ ]m+2
= hR/IZ (m+ 2)− [2(m+ 2) + 1]
as long as this number is positive.
So for t ≥ 2 we want to show that
kt−2 := hR/IZ (t)− (2t+ 1)
is an O-sequence as long as it is positive. Let s = t − 2, so we want to show that ks is an
O-sequence for s ≥ 0. Since X does not lie on a quadric surface, Z does not lie on a conic
(since X is ACM). Thus k0 = dim[coker(r2)]2 = 6− 5 = 1.
Now assume that t ≥ 3, so s ≥ 1. As long as hR/IZ (t) =
(
t+2
2
)
(i.e., before IZ begins) this
difference is ks =
(
s+2
2
)
, which is an O-sequence. So assume hR/IZ (t) <
(
t+2
2
)
. Consider the
t-binomial expansion of hR/IZ (t). Since
2t+ 1 < hR/IZ (t) <
(
t + 2
2
)
,
we have
hR/IZ (t) =
(
t + 1
t
)
+
(
t
t− 1
)
+ (terms in degrees ≤ t− 2)
and
(2t+ 1) =
(
t+ 1
t
)
+
(
t
t− 1
)
.
Hence ks = hR/IZ (t) − (2t + 1) has an s-binomial expansion coming directly from the t-
binomial expansion of hR/IZ (t), by removing the first two binomial coefficients. But hR/IZ is
an O-sequence, so it obeys Macaulay’s bound (Theorem 2.2). Thus ks does as well, and so
is an O-sequence. 
5. Codimension 2 complete intersections in Pn
In this section we apply results of Section 3 to the case of complete intersections of codi-
mension 2 in Pn. In particular, as introduced in Remark 3.2, we get partial information
on the actual dimension for a complete intersection of codimension 2 in a certain degree by
using the theory of partial elimination ideals. (See [Gr] for background on partial elimination
ideals and for Sylvester matrices, which appear in the proof of Proposition 5.1.) Complete
intersections of codimension 2 have been investigated in several papers. Indeed, the fol-
lowing result can be deduced from Proposition 6.8 in [Gr] and Corollary 3.9 in [CoS]. We
include here a proof for completeness of the exposition and to show explicitly how the partial
elimination theory affects the existence of unexpected hypersurfaces.
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Recall that R = K[x0, x1, . . . , xn] denotes a standard graded polynomial ring and the
monomials of R are ordered by >lex, the lexicographic monomial order which satisfies x0 >
x1 > · · · > xn.
Proposition 5.1. Let C ⊆ Pn be a codimension 2 complete intersection. Assume C is
defined by two, sufficiently general, forms of degree a, b respectively. Say a ≤ b. Set, for any
integer 0 ≤ j < a,
t := (a− j)(b− j) + j and
m := (a− j)(b− j).
Then
adim(X, t,m) > 0.
Proof. After a general change of coordinates, say
F = fa + fa−1x0 + fa−2x
2
0 + · · ·+ f1x
a−1
0 + f0x
a
0
G = gb + gb−1x0 + gb−1x
2
0 + · · ·+ g1x
b−1
0 + g0x
b
0
and define J := (F,G) to be the ideal generated by F and G. Let M be the following matrix
of size (a+ b− 2j)× (a+ b− 2j):
M :=


fa−j fa−j−1 · · · f1 f0 0 · · · 0
fa−j+1 fa−j · · · f2 f1 f0 · · · 0
.
..
.
..
. . .
fa fa−1 · · ·
0 fa
...
...
0 0 · · · · · · f0
gb−j gb−j−1 · · · · · · 0
gb−j+1 gb−j · · · · · · 0
...
...
. . .
gb gb−1 · · ·
0 gb · · ·
..
.
..
.
0 0 · · · · · · g0


.
(Note that the determinant of the matrix M is one of the minors of the Sylvester matrix
Syl(F,G, x0) of F and G, and these minors belong to the partial elimination ideal Kj(J).
See in particular Corollary 3.9 in [CoS] and Proposition 6.9 and the following Remark in
[Gr].) One can check that det(M) is homogeneous and it has degree m. Let Mi denote the
cofactor of M corresponding to (−1)i+1 times the determinant of the matrix that results
from deleting the i-th row and the first column of M . Consider the following a + b − 2j
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polynomials
F = fa + fa−1x0 + · · ·+ fa−jx
j
0 + fa−j−1x
j+1
0 + · · ·
x0F = fax0 + · · ·+ fa−j+1x
j
0 + fa−jx
j+1
0 + · · ·
...
xj−10 F = fax
j
0 + fa−1x
j+1
0 + · · ·
...
xb−j−10 F = · · ·
G = gb + gb−1x0 + · · ·+ gb−jx
j
0 + gb−j−1x
j+1
0 + · · ·
x0G = gbx0 + · · ·+ gb−j+1x
j
0 + gb−jx
j+1
0 + · · ·
...
xa−j−10 G = · · ·
Multiplying the above a+b−2j polynomials respectively byM1,M2, . . . ,Ma+b−2j and taking
the sum of them, we get
T :=
(
b−j∑
i=1
Mix
i−1
0
)
F +
(
a−j∑
i=1
Mb−j+ix
i−1
0
)
G =
= faM1 + gbMb−j+1 + x0 (· · · ) + · · ·+ x
j
0(· · · ) + x
j+1
0 (· · · ) + · · ·
Note that in the form T ∈ K[x1, . . . xn][x0] the coefficient of x
j
0 is det(M). Also, note that all
the coefficients of the powers of x0 greater than j are zero; for instance the coefficient of x
j+1
0
is the sum of the entries of the second column inM multiplied by the cofactors of the entries
in the first column. Of course T belongs to the ideal generated by F and G, therefore, since
we performed a general change of variables, its leading term belongs to in(J) = gin(IC). As
noted above, the form T can be written as T = Tm+j + x0 (Tm+j−1) + · · · + x
j
0(Tm) where
Ti ∈ K[x1, . . . xn]i and Tm = det(M), thus in(T ) = x
j
0 · in(det(M)) ∈ gin(IC). Since in(T )
vanishes with multiplicity m at the point Q := (1, 0, . . . , 0), by Lemma 3.1, we are done. 
Remark 5.2. As a consequence of Proposition 5.1, a general codimension 2 complete inte-
section C ⊆ Pn admits an unexpected hypersurface of degree t for multiplicity m whenever
edim (C, t,m) = 0, i.e. vdim (C, t,m) ≤ 0. In order to compute edim (C, t,m), where C is a
complete intersection of type (a, b) in Pn, take the short exact sequence
0→ R(−a− b)→ R(−a)⊕ R(−b)→ IC → 0.
So, computing the dimension of the graded pieces of degree t, we get
dim[IC ]t =
(
t− a+ n
n
)
+
(
t− b+ n
n
)
−
(
t− a− b+ n
n
)
.
Therefore, we have
edim (C, t,m) = max
{
dim[IC ]t −
(
m− 1 + n
n
)
, 0
}
.
Remark 5.3. The case j = 0 is covered by [HMNT, Proposition 2.4]. The cone with
vertex P over a codimension 2 complete intesection C ⊆ Pn of type (a, b) is an unexpected
hypersurface for C of degree ab and multiplicity ab at P .
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If j ≥ 1 it is enough to show that vdim
(
C, (a− j)(b− j) + j, (a− j)(b− j)
)
≤ 0 to ensure
the existence of an unexpected hypersurface. In the next proposition we deal with the case
j = 1 in P3. Theorem 4.4 shows that a general complete intersection of type (2, b) never
admits an unexpected hypersurface with j = 1. The following shows that when a > 2 we do
obtain unexpected hypersurfaces.
Proposition 5.4. Let C ⊆ P3 be a general codimension 2 complete intersection defined
by two forms of degree a, b respectively. Say a ≤ b. Set t := (a − 1)(b − 1) + 1 and
m := (a − 1)(b − 1). If a > 2 then C admits an unexpected hypersurface of degree t for
multiplicity m.
Proof. From Remark 5.2 we have
vdim (C, t,m) =
(
t− a + 3
3
)
+
(
t− b+ 3
3
)
−
(
t− a− b+ 3
3
)
−
(
t− 2 + 3
3
)
.
If a = b = 3 then t = 5 and
vdim (C, t,m) =
(
5
3
)
+
(
5
3
)
−
(
6
3
)
≤ 0.
A similar computation follows if a = 3 and b = 4. Note that, in this case t + 3 − a− b = 3.
Since the integer t + 3 − a − b increases with a and b, in particular if (a, b) > (3, 4) we
have t + 3 − a − b > 3, so the binomial coefficient
(
t+3−a−b
3
)
is not zero. Then, assuming
(a, b) > (3, 4), after a standard computation we get
vdim (C, t,m) = −
1
2
a2b−
1
2
ab2 + a2 + b2 + 4ab− 6a− 6b+ 9 =
= −
1
2
(a− 2)(b− 2)(a+ b− 4) + 1 ≤ 0.
Thus vdim (C, t,m) ≤ 0. 
Remark 5.5. Question 2.11 of [HMNT] asks the following: Let Z be a non-degenerate set
of points in linear general position in Pn, n ≥ 3. Is it true that there does not exist an
unexpected hypersurface of any degree t and multiplicity m = t− 1 at a general point? (All
other possible combinations of (n, t,m) are settled.)
The work in this section allows us to give a negative answer to this question. Indeed, let X
be a general complete intersection of type (3, 3) in Pn (n ≥ 3). Then let t = (3−1)(3−1)+1 =
5 and m = t− 1 = 4. From Remark 5.2 we have
vdim (X, t,m) =
(
n+ 2
n
)
+
(
n+ 2
n
)
−
(
n− 1
n
)
−
(
n+ 3
n
)
≤ 0
for all n ≥ 3. On the other hand, Proposition 5.1 gives (with a = b = 3 and j = 1)
that X does lie on a hypersurface of degree 5 and multiplicity 4 at a general point, so this
hypersurface is unexpected. Now take a set Z consisting of sufficiently many general points
on X , so that [IX ]5 = [IZ ]5. Then Z is in linear general position since X is irreducible, and
so Z admits an unexpected hypersurface and gives a negative answer to the question.
We believe that the natural extension of Proposition 5.4 to Pn is also true, but we do not
have a proof.
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Remark 5.6. One could make the following objection to Remark 5.5 as an answer to Ques-
tion 2.11 of [HMNT]. That is that the degree 5 component of IZ is the same as the degree
5 component of IX , so the base locus of [IZ ]5 is X and the geometry is really only about X
and not about Z.
To respond to this, we make the following tweak. Take n = 4. We choose the same X as
above (now a surface in P4), and we still take t = 5, m = 4. One checks that the Hilbert
function of R/IX is
1, 5, 15, 33, 60, 96, 141...
and we still have
vdim (X, t,m) =
(
4 + 2
4
)
+
(
4 + 2
4
)
−
(
4− 1
4
)
−
(
4 + 3
4
)
= −5.
But X contains a set Z of 225 points giving a (3, 3, 5, 5) complete intersection, hence
dim[IZ ]5 = 32 = dim[IX ]5 + 2,
so vdim(Z, t,m) = −3, hence all quintic hypersurfaces containing Z with a general point of
multiplicity 4 are unexpected, and there is certainly at least one (this being the one that
contains X). There still remains an objection: computations show in this case that X and
Z both have a unique unexpected quintic for multiplicity 4, so the one for Z is the same one
that we already got for X . Nevertheless, what we have gained is that the component of the
ideal for Z in degree 5 is no longer the same as that of X , and indeed the base locus now is
finite while the base locus in the original example was X itself.
6. Cones, unmixed curves and unions with finite sets of points in P3
In this section, for the most part we restrict our attention to the case of subvarieties of
P3. We recall that
AVX,0(t) = adim(X, t, t)− vdim(X, t, t).
We will determine the AVZ,0 sequence for the cases where Z = C is an equidimensional curve
in P3 and where Z = C∪X is the union of a curve C and a finite set of pointsX . In particular,
since j = 0, we are focusing on the case of unexpected cones. In both cases the geometric
information on C provides a description of the persistence of unexpected hypersurfaces. We
recall the following result, which reflects the persistence of unexpectedness for cones for a
non-degenerate curve in P3.
Theorem 6.1 ([HMNT] Corollary 2.12). Let C ⊂ P3 be a reduced, equidimensional, non-
degenerate curve of degree d ≥ 2 (C may be reducible, singular, and/or disconnected). Let
P ∈ P3 be a general point. Let k ≥ d be a positive integer. Then C admits an unexpected
hypersurface of degree k with multiplicity k at P . When k = d, this hypersurface is unique.
Our next result not only reproduces the persistence given by the result of Theorem 6.1
but also gives a measure of the unexpectedness in each degree.
Theorem 6.2. Let C ⊂ P3 be a reduced, equidimensional curve of degree e and arithmetic
genus g. Then
AVC,0(t) =
(
e− 1
2
)
− g
for all t ≥ e. Moreover, AVC,0(e) = 0 if and only if AVC,0(t) = 0 for t ≥ e if and only if C
lies in a plane.
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Proof. Let P be a general point. We are considering hypersurfaces of degree t with mul-
tiplicity t at P , which are cones with vertex P that contain C. Since the projection of C
from P is contained in the hyperplane section of such a cone, we must have t ≥ e. We first
compute the virtual dimension of IC∪P t :
dim[IC ]t −
(
t+2
3
)
=
(
t+3
3
)
− hC(t)−
(
t+2
3
)
=
=
(
t+2
2
)
− [te− g + 1].
(The fact that for t ≥ e we have hC(t) = te− g + 1 follows from the main result of [GLP].)
On the other hand, if S is such a cone of degree t and if Q is a point of C, then the line
joining P and Q meets S with multiplicity at least t + 1, so it must lie on S. That is, S
contains as a component the cone over C with vertex P . Then the actual dimension of IC∪P t
is the (vector space) dimension of the linear system of plane curves of degree t− e, i.e. it is(
t−e+2
2
)
. Then we obtain
AVC,0(t) =
(
e− 1
2
)
− g
after a simple calculation. The last part follows since g =
(
e−1
2
)
if and only if C is a plane
curve, [HMNT, Proposition 2.1, Claim 1]. 
Even if your interest is for the case when Z is a finite set of points (which we consider
in the next section), situations involving curves (such as we are looking at in this section)
sometimes force themselves into the picture in subtle ways, as the next example shows.
Example 6.3. Let X1, X2 ⊂ P
3 be finite sets of points with h-vectors, respectively,
(1, 3, 6, 5, 3, 3, 2) and (1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 2).
In both cases, the two 3’s constitute maximal growth, viewing the h-vector as a Hilbert
function, and force “many” of the points to lie on a curve of degree 3 [BGM]. For the sake of
this example, let us assume that in both cases this curve is a twisted cubic, that it contains
18 points of each of X1 and X2 (with h-vector (1, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2) in both cases), and that the
remaining 5 points of X1 and the remaining 6 points of X2 are chosen generically. Then in
the first case there is a unique unexpected cone of degree 5 with vertex at a general point,
while in the second case there is no unexpected cone of degree 5. We omit details here since
we will study this kind of situation in the next section (see especially Example 7.4).
Our next result can again be viewed as a measure of unexpectedness for cones in each
degree, and a statement about the persistence of unexpected cones.
Theorem 6.4. Let X ⊂ P3 be a finite set of points. Let C be a reduced, equidimensional
curve of degree e and arithmetic genus g. Assume that X is disjoint from C. Let t be the
smallest integer such that
(i) |X| <
(
t+2
2
)
, and
(ii) X imposes independent conditions on forms of degree t.
Then
AVX∪C,0(t+ e) = AVX,0(t) +
[(
e− 1
2
)
− g
]
.
Proof. Let P be a general point. Let SP be the cone over C with vertex P ; we know
deg SP = e, SP is reduced, and SP has multiplicity e at P . Let TP be a surface (unmixed)
of degree t + e containing X ∪ C and having multiplicity t + e at P . (TP is a cone over a
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suitable plane curve.) Note that SP is a component of TP , and note that since P is general,
no point of X lies on SP . Write UP for the residual to SP in TP . Note that degUP = t, UP
has multiplicity t at P and UP contains X . We also know that adim(C, e, e) = 1 (Theorem
6.1). These observations imply
dim[IX ∩ I
t
P ]t = dim[IX∪C ∩ I
t+e
P ]t+e.
We also remark that since X imposes independent conditions on forms of degree t and C
imposes independent conditions on forms of degree e (by [GLP]), we can conclude
(6.1) X also imposes independent conditions on [IC ]t+e.
By definition we have
AVX,0(t) = dim[IX ∩ I
t
P ]t −
[
dim[IX ]t −
(
t + 2
3
)]
.
Now we compute (using the observation about independent conditions)
AVX∪C,0(t+ e) = dim[IX∪C ∩ I
t+e
P ]t+e −
[
dim[IX∪C ]t+e −
(
t+ e+ 2
3
)]
= dim[IX ∩ I
t
P ]t −
[
dim[IX∪C ]t+e −
(
t+ e+ 2
3
)]
= AVX,0(t) +
[
dim[IX ]t −
(
t+ 2
3
)]
−
[
dim[IX∪C ]t+e −
(
t+ e+ 2
3
)]
= AVX,0(t) +
[(
t+ 3
3
)
− |X| −
(
t+ 2
3
)]
− (dim[IC ]t+e − |X|) +
(
t+ e+ 2
3
)
= AVX,0(t) +
(
t+ 2
2
)
− dim[IC ]t+e +
(
t+ e+ 2
3
)
= AVX,0(t) +
(
t+ 2
2
)
−
[(
t+ e+ 3
3
)
− (e(t+ e)− g + 1)
]
+
(
t+ e+ 2
3
)
= AVX,0(t) +
(
e− 1
2
)
− g
(the fourth line uses (6.1) and the last line comes after a routine calculation). 
Corollary 6.5. Let X ⊂ P3 be a finite set of points. Let C be a reduced plane curve in P3
of degree d disjoint from X. Then X has an unexpected cone of degree t if and only if X ∪C
has an unexpected cone of degree t+ d. Furthermore, AVX,0(t) = AVX∪C,0(t+ d) for all t.
Proof. The arithmetic genus of a plane curve of degree e is
(
e−1
2
)
. 
7. Finite sets of points in P3
In this section we assume that K has characteristic zero. One of the original motivations
for this paper was to determine if there are any Hilbert functions for non-degenerate sets of
points that force the existence of unexpected hypersurfaces of some sort. (A consequence
of Corollary 3.5 is that given a finite O-sequence (1, a1, . . . , ar), one can trivially find a set
of points in some projective space, with this h-vector, that does not admit any unexpected
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hypersurfaces. One simply produces a set X in Pn for n > a1 having this h-vector. Then
X is degenerate, hence admits no unexpected hypersurfaces. Thus it is more interesting to
consider non-degenerate sets.)
It now seems plausible that in a strict sense there are no such Hilbert functions. Indeed,
we make the following conjecture (but see Theorem 7.8 and Corollary 7.10, which show that
such Hilbert functions do arise when combined with a little geometric information).
Conjecture 7.1. For every possible h-vector (1, n, a2, . . . , ar) for a non-degenerate, finite
set of points in Pn, there is a set of points X with that h-vector such that X does not admit
any unexpected hypersurfaces of any degree and multiplicity.
In trying to prove Conjecture 7.1 we made the following observations. Recall that a
distraction is a construction that converts, in particular, an artinian monomial ideal in
K[x0, . . . , xn−1] to the ideal of a reduced set of points in P
n. It was introduced in [Hart]. See
also [MN] for related constructions and results.
One way of constructing a reduced set of points with a given h-vector is to start with the
artinian lex-segment ideal with Hilbert function h and perform a distraction to produce a
set of points X . Experimentally, it seems that very often gin(IX) is a lex-segment ideal. If
this were always the case, we would be done by Corollary 7.2:
Corollary 7.2. Let h = (1, n, a2, . . . , ar) be a finite O-sequence. Let X ⊂ P
n be a set of
points with this h-vector. If gin(IX) is a lex-segment ideal in R = K[x0, x1, . . . , xn], then X
does not admit any unexpected hypersurfaces, for any degree and multiplicity.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.9. 
Unfortunately, we have verified that the h-vector (1,3,6,10,5,5,2) results in a set of
points for which gin(IX) is not a lex-segment ideal, and in fact one can check on CoCoA that
it admits an unexpected hypersurface of degree 4 with multiplicity 3. However, we were able
to confirm that the union in P3 of 22 general points on a plane curve of degree 5 and 10
general points in P3 results in a set of points with the desired h-vector, which does not admit
any unexpected hypersurfaces, so the conjecture is still true for this h-vector even though
the distraction does not produce the desired set of points. This should be contrasted with
the end of Example 7.4; in this case we verified that the distraction does produce a set of
points whose gin is a lex-segment. Thus the conjecture remains open.
We recall a result from [BGM], modified to fit our context. For a set of points X we
denote by 〈[IX ]≤d〉 the ideal generated by the polynomials in IX of degree ≤ d. Recall also
that for a subscheme Y of Pn we denote by hY (t) its Hilbert function.
Proposition 7.3 ([BGM] Theorem 3.6). Let X ⊂ P3 be a reduced, finite set of points with
h-vector
(1, 3, a2, a3, . . . , ak, d, d, ak+3, . . . , ar)
where d ≤ k + 1. Then
(a) 〈[IX ]≤k+1〉 is the saturated ideal of a reduced curve, V , of degree d (not necessarily
unmixed). Also, IX has no minimal generators in degree k + 2, so 〈[IX ]≤k+1〉 =
〈[IX ]≤k+2〉.
(b) Let C be the unmixed, one-dimensional part of V . Let X1 be the subset of X on C
and let X2 be the subset of X not on C; note X = X1 ∪X2. Then 〈[IX1 ]≤k+1〉 = IC,
and V = C ∪X2.
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(c) hX1(t) = hX(t)− |X2| for all t ≥ k.
(d)
∆hX1(t) =
{
∆hC(t) for t ≤ k + 2;
∆hX(t) for t ≥ k + 1.
From now on we focus on the special case j = 0, i.e. when the degree of the unexpected
hypersurface is equal to the multiplicity at the general point. The following example shows
that knowing the h-vector of a finite set of points, and taking into account the fact that the
base locus of some component of IX contains a curve, is not enough to ensure that X has
an unexpected surface. We generally have to know something more about the curve.
Example 7.4. Consider the h-vector
(1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 2).
The values in degrees 4 and 5 force the existence of a cubic curve of some sort in the base
locus of [IX ]4 and of [IX ]5 for any finite set X with this h-vector. We will look at a few
different kinds of cubic curves to see how the differences in the geometry of the curves gives
different behavior with respect to unexpected hypersurfaces (specifically cones). Our goal
is not to give an exhaustive list of possible sets of points with this h-vector, but rather to
highlight a few to see how they differ. So consider the following sets of points sharing this
h-vector.
• Let X consist of 18 points on a twisted cubic C (note that the h-vector of these
18 points is (1,3,3,3,3,3,2)) plus 6 general points. Then we claim that X admits no
unexpected cone of any degree.
Notice that
dim[IX ]t =


4 if t = 3;
16 if t = 4;
34 if t = 5;(
t+3
3
)
− 24 if t ≥ 6.
We first consider the case t ≤ 5, and we notice edim(X, t, t) = 0 in this case. Since
any cone of degree ≤ 5 containing X must also contain C, it also contains the cone
over C (which is a surface of degree 3) as a component. But the projection from P of
the 6 general points gives 6 general points in the plane, and there is no conic through
6 general points. Thus dim[IX∪P t ]t = 0 for t ≤ 5 so adim(X, t, t) = edim(X, t, t) = 0.
Now let t ≥ 6. We have
vdim(X, t, t) =
(
t+ 3
3
)
− 24−
(
t+ 2
3
)
=
(
t+ 2
2
)
− 24 > 0.
Now, the projection of the points on C gives a set of points with h-vector
(1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3) so adding six general points gives a set with h-vector (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 3),
hence the general projection imposes independent conditions on plane curves of de-
gree t. Thus the vector space dimension of this linear system (hence the vector space
dimension of the family of cones of degree t with vertex P ) is the expected one.
Notice that if the h-vector had been (1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 3) then the projection would
have h-vector (1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 1) and the above argument would not work for t = 6.
Indeed, Theorem 7.8 gives an unexpected sextic cone.
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• Let C be a set of three disjoint lines. Let X consist of 6 points on one of the lines
and 7 points on each of the remaining lines, chosen generally, together with 4 general
points in P3. (The h-vector of the points on C is (1,3,5,3,3,3,2), and the h-vector of
X is again (1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 2).) Then the expected dimension in degree 5 is 0 as before,
but since there is a pencil of conics through four general points in the plane we obtain
adim(X, 5, 5) = 2, i.e. there is a pencil of unexpected cones of degree 5.
• Let C be a smooth plane cubic curve and let X consist of 17 points on C (with
h-vector (1,2,3,3,3,3,2)) plus a set X1 of 7 general points in P
3. One can check that
1 = AVX,0(5) = AVC∪X1,0(5) = AVX1,0(2) in accordance with Corollary 6.5 but that
there is no unexpected hypersurface because adim(X1, 2, 2) = 0.
• Let C be a smooth plane cubic curve in P3, and let λ1 and λ2 be general lines in
P3. Let X consist of 17 general points on C, plus a subset X1 of four general points
on λ1 and three general points on λ2. One can check that X also has the h-vector
(1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 2) so we expect no surface of degree 5 with a point of multiplicity 5 at
a general point P . However, the cone over C ∪ λ1 ∪ λ2 is such a surface. But notice
that the one-dimensional component of the base locus of [IX ]5 is only the plane cubic.
Thus the h-vector (1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 2) may or may not force an unexpected cone, depending
mostly, but not entirely, on the cubic curve that is forced by the h-vector.
It is worth noting that the h-vector (1, 3, 6, 5, 3, 3, 2) (analyzed as above) admits an un-
expected cone even when the cubic curve is a twisted cubic, and (1, 3, 6, 6, 3, 3, 2) admits an
unexpected cone even when the cubic is a plane cubic.
As mentioned at the beginning of this section, we do not believe that any finite O-sequence
forces the existence of unexpected hypersurfaces for non-degenerate sets of points. However,
some sequences force the existence of a curve in the base locus of at least some components
of the ideal, and if this curve is not a plane curve then we can find finite O-sequences that
force unexpected hypersurfaces. This idea is elementary, but a bit technical. Thus we will
first look at an example, to make the proof of Theorem 7.8 clearer. We will refer to the
notation of Theorem 7.8 in this example.
Example 7.5. Consider sets of points X with the h-vector
(1, 3, 6, 9, 8, 7, 6, 6, . . . , 6︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ
)
where ℓ ≥ 6. In the notation of Theorem 7.8 we have k = 5, d = 6, N = (6 − 4) + (9 −
5)+ (8− 6)+ (7− 6) = 9 and m = 3. Because of the values of this h-vector, Proposition 7.3
applies. We get that for 6 ≤ t ≤ ℓ + 5, (IX)≤t has a 1-dimensional base locus, C, of degree
6, together with a finite set X2, which imposes independent conditions on hypersurfaces of
degree ≥ 5. In fact
(IX)≤t = (IC∪X2)≤t
for 6 ≤ t ≤ ℓ + 5. Furthermore, using Lemma 7.7 as in the proof of Theorem 7.8, we see
that |X2| ≤ N = 9. Assume that C is not a plane curve.
Now we look in degree 11, which is in the range 6 ≤ t ≤ ℓ+ 5. Applying Theorem 6.4 we
obtain
AVX,0(11) = AVX2∪C,0(11) = AVX2,0(5) +
[(
6− 1
2
)
− g
]
> 0,
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where g is the arithmetic genus of C. The fact that this is positive follows since C is not a
plane curve.
We remark that this works because the degree 11 is such that the value of the h-vector is
still 6 in that degree. Beyond degree k + ℓ there is no longer a curve, and Theorem 6.4 no
longer applies.
Now let P be a general point in P3 and consider the projection from P to a general P2.
The image of X2 is thus a set of ≤ 9 points in the plane, and as such it lies on a plane curve
of degree m = 3 and hence also a plane curve of degree k = 5. The cone over this curve is a
surface of degree 5 containing X2 with multiplicity 5 at P . Together with the cone over C
(which has degree 6), we have a surface of degree 11 having multiplicity 11 at P . This means
adim(X, 11, 11) > 0. Since also AVX,0(11) > 0, X admits an unexpected cone of degree 1.
Lemma 7.6 ([BGM] Lemma 3.1). Let I ⊂ R be an ideal satisfying hR/I(t) =
(
t+m
t
)
and
hR/I(t + 1) =
(
t+1+m
t+1
)
. Then [I]t is the degree t component of the saturated ideal of an
m-dimensional linear space in Pn (and similarly for [I]t+1).
Lemma 7.7. Let C be a reduced, unmixed, non-degenerate curve in P3 of degree d. Let
hC(t) be its Hilbert function. Then ∆hC(t) has a sharp lower bound as follows: If d = 2 or
3 then the lower bound is (respectively)
deg t 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .
1 3 2 2 2 2 . . .
and
deg t 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . .
1 3 3 3 3 3 . . .
If d ≥ 4 then the lower bound is
deg t 0 1 2 3 4 . . . d− 3 d− 2 d− 1 d d . . .
1 3 4 5 6 . . . d− 1 d d d d . . .
Proof. In all cases, since C is non-degenerate we must have ∆hC(1) = 3. If d = 2 and C is
non-degenerate then C must be a pair of disjoint lines, and the first given ∆hC is its Hilbert
function. (So this is precisely the Hilbert function and not a lower bound.) If d = 3 and
∆hC(t) ≤ 2 for any t ≥ 2 then by Macaulay it can never grow to 3, which it must do since
degC = 3. Thus the first two cases are done.
Notice that the given sequence is ∆hC for the curve C consisting of the union of a plane
curve of degree d− 1 and a line, meeting at one point. Thus this sequence occurs.
Let IC be the saturated ideal of C. Since R/IC has depth ≥ 1, if L is a general linear form
then the first difference of hC(t) is the Hilbert function of R/(IC , L) and so is an O-sequence.
We know ∆hC(t) = d for t ≫ 0. If ∆hC(2) ≤ 2 then by Macaulay’s theorem it can never
grow to d, so we must have ∆hC(2) ≥ 3.
Suppose ∆hC(2) = 3. In order to eventually reach d, by Macaulay’s theorem we must have
∆hC(t) = t+ 1 for 2 ≤ t ≤ d− 1. Then by Lemma 7.6 (taking m = 1), [(IC + (L))/(L)]t is
the degree t component of a line in K[x, y, z]. Thus since IC is saturated, [IC ]t is the degree
t component of a plane, i.e. C is a plane curve of degree d. This is impossible since C is
non-degenerate.
The same argument applies for all degrees 3 ≤ t ≤ d − 2: we must have ∆hC(t) ≥ t + 1
in order to reach d, and if we have equality then C must be a plane curve. Thus the stated
Hilbert function is the smallest possible. 
If Conjecture 7.1 is true, the following kind of result is the best that one can hope for,
in terms of finding a Hilbert function that forces unexpectedness (but we do not claim that
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this result is optimal in any way). It says that for a certain class of Hilbert functions (which
we define specifically via some numerical conditions) for which a curve is forced in some
component of the ideal because of maximal growth, if you assume that this curve is not a
plane curve, then any set of points with this Hilbert function must admit unexpected cones.
Conjecture 7.1 thus implies that if, however, you allow the curve to be a plane curve then a
set of points can be found for which there is no unexpected cone.
Theorem 7.8. Let X be a set of points in P3 with h-vector
(1, 3, a2, a3, . . . , ak, d, d, . . . , d︸ ︷︷ ︸
ℓ
),
where k ≥ 2 and ak > d. Assume
2 ≤ d ≤ min{k + 1, ℓ}.
In case d ≥ 4, let
bi =
{
ai − (i+ 2) for 2 ≤ i ≤ d− 2
ai − d for d− 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
If d = 2 or d = 3, we replace i+ 2 by the bounds given in the first two parts of Lemma 7.7.
Set
N =
k∑
i=2
bi
and
m = min
{
i |
(
i+ 2
2
)
> N
}
.
We also assume m ≤ k.
Let C be the equidimensional curve of degree d guaranteed by Proposition 7.3. If C is not
a plane curve then X admits an unexpected cone of degree d+ k.
Proof. Since d ≤ k + 1, Proposition 7.3 applies in degree k. In particular, we get from
Proposition 7.3 (c) that X2 imposes independent conditions on [IX ]s for any s ≥ k, hence it
also imposes independent conditions on the complete linear system of forms of degree s; we
will use the case s = k.
Now we look in degree d+ k. By Theorem 6.4 we have
AVC∪X2(d+ k) = AVX2,0(k) +
[(
d− 1
2
)
− g
]
> 0
since C is not a plane curve.
Note that N is an upper bound for |X2|, thanks to Lemma 7.7. If we denote by πP the
projection from a general point P to a general plane, the assumption m ≤ k guarantees that
πP (X2) lies on a curve of degree k. This means that X2 lies on a cone of degree k with vertex
at P . If SP is the cone over C with vertex P , the union of these cones is a surface of degree
d + k with multiplicity d + k at P . Thus adim(C ∪ X2, d + k, d + k) > 0, so we have an
unexpected cone of degree d+k for C∪X2. But k+1 ≤ d+k ≤ k+ℓ so [IX ]d+k = [IC∪X2 ]d+k,
so also X admits an unexpected cone of degree d+ k. 
Example 7.9. As mentioned above, the preceding result is not meant to be optimal. Con-
sider for instance the h-vector (1, 3, 6, 5, 3, 3, 3). We have d = 3, ℓ = 3, N = 3 + 2 = 5,
m = 2, k = 3. The cubic curve C guaranteed in the base locus of [IX ]t for t = 4, 5, 6 is either
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a twisted cubic, the union of a line and a conic (meeting in 0 or 1 points), or the union of
three lines (meeting in a total of < 3 points). Considering possible Hilbert functions of such
curves, the given h-vector forces a set X2 of at most N = 5 points off the curve (as a result
of Lemma 7.7).
The theorem guarantees an unexpected cone of degree 6. Indeed,
dim[IX ]6 −
(
6− 1 + 3
3
)
= 60− 56 = 4
and since the projection of ≤ 5 points to P2 lies on at least a 5-dimensional vector space of
plane cubics, the cones over these cubics (with vertex at the general point P ) together with
the cone over C confirm the conclusion that there is an unexpected sextic.
However, these projected points also lie on at least one conic, so there is a quadric cone
containing X2, and together with the cone over C we get an unexpected quintic cone (since
dim[IX ]5 −
(
5−1+3
3
)
= 0), which is not covered by the theorem.
If we had allowed C to be a plane cubic curve, Lemma 7.7 would no longer hold: the lower
bound in this case would be given by the sequence (1, 2, 3, 3, 3, . . . ) so |X2| could also be 6.
The following result gives a geometric property for a set of points that is enough to find
h-vectors that force unexpected cones.
Corollary 7.10. Let X be a set of points in P3 in linear general position, and assume
that X has h-vector given by the numerical conditions in Theorem 7.8. Then X admits an
unexpected cone.
Proof. The assumption of linear general position forces C to be non-degenerate. 
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